Frame-Style Pit Boards  The open-frame design makes them easy to hang on to in a stiff wind, yet the quality aircraft grade aluminum alloy construction makes them extremely strong, rigid, and durable. Our number sets are also among the most complete available. The standard number sets include three of each number 0 through 9 and one of each of the following: L, P, T, In, +, - , a decimal point, a colon (:), and a blank single-digit panel which can be customized by the user. This 39 piece number set is housed in a durable nylon pouch with Velcro® closure to keep the panels clean and organized. The decimal and colon panels are narrow enough to allow both to be used on a single line with four other single-digit panels. This means you will never again be confused about which digit represents seconds or tenths. Optional accessories make these boards even more useful. A full-width blank panel (approximately 28 inches) is available for adding the driver’s name and/or car number to the top row of a multi-row pit board. This panel can be cut to any width desired for making other custom snap-in cards. One common use is to add the names of your closest competitors for signaling positions and intervals. If you find that three of each number as supplied in the standard number set is not always enough, we have extra sets of numbers 0 through 9 available. The standard pouch is sized to hold one extra set of these numbers.

Single Row Frame-Style Pit Board, 11'' high x 30.5'' wide... Part No. 5206-1... $120.99
Two Row Frame-Style Pit Board, 22'' high x 30.5'' wide... Part No. 5206-2... $151.99
Three Row Frame-Style Pit Board, 33'' high x 30.5'' wide... Part No. 5206-3... $202.99
Each pit board above includes a 39 piece number set and number storage pouch.

Extra 10 piece Number Set (one each 0 through 9). Part No. 5204... $8.89
Full-Width Blank Panel for driver’s name, 28'' wide. Part No. 5211-Panel... $3.19
Please call or visit our website for replacement individual number or symbol panels.

B-G Racing 3-in-1 Track Mat
Lying on your back in the paddock is never comfortable. This accordion-folding mat is made of 3 layers of rigid foam. Fold the six segments into a stack to make a 7'' high stool. Unfold completely for a 40'' long x 16.6'' wide x 1'' thick mat. Fold over just one end segment for a headrest, or fold in half for a double-thick 20'' long mat. One end has a handle cut-out. Includes a hook-and-loop strap to carry when folded.

B-G Racing 3-in-1 Track Mat, black over yellow... Part No. BGR409... $74.99

OMP Rain Gear
OMP originally introduced this transparent rain suit to the Karting market but it can be equally appreciated by corner workers, stewards or anyone at the track who requires something more than a poncho. This durable suit is made with a 0.2mm thick PVC material that features elastic bands on the arms, ankles and waist. It has a zip closing in front, a collar with a Velcro® closure and an OMP embroidered label. The rugged design permits this suit to be used more than once (unlike others on the market). Available in sizes Small thru XX-Large.

OMP Rain Suit.................. Part No. 2799-Suit........... $89.00

OMP Rain Shoe Covers.................. Part No. 9314-Size-Black........... $35.00

Less than perfect weather on race day? No problem. Rainproof nylon overshirts from OMP feature heat-welded construction with elastic cuffs and soft rubber soles for a high degree of sensitivity. Available in Black; sizes S thru XL. Small fits 8 - 8 1/2, Medium fits 9 - 9 1/2, Large fits 10 - 11, and XLarge fits 11 - 13.

OMP Rain Shoe Covers.................. Part No. 9314-Size-Black........... $35.00

OMP London Umbrella, specify color........ Part No. OMP-UMB150-Color........ $40.00

Adding the above three flags to a Corner Worker Set to make a complete Starter’s flag set.

7 Piece Corner Worker Nylon Flag Set............... Part No. 2832........ $172.99
Includes White, Black, Red, Blue “Passing”, Red/Yellow “Debris”, and two Yellow flags.

Sewn Nylon Checkered Flag............... Part No. 2830........ $47.99
Nylon “Meadball” (Mechanical Black) Flag............... Part No. 2831........ $39.99
Nylon Green Flag............... Part No. 2835........ $28.99

OMP Frame-Style Pit Board

This 4-row pit board from OMP features welded a 4-row pit board and includes vinyl construction and durable ink makes it water, gas, and oil resistant. The board is white with black lettering. An extension on the bottom of the back panel allows you to add the driver’s name or car number, making it easier for the driver to pick out the proper board. The board measures 18'' wide by 17'' high and weighs less than 3 pounds.

FlipCom Pit Board with Extended Back................ Part No. 5207........ $42.99
See page 35 for custom-cut vinyl graphics for the driver’s name. We recommend 3'' high letters and numbers, or 2'' high if any hanging lower-case (j, l, p, a, y) and j are needed.

OMP Frame-Style Pit Board

This 4-row pit board from OMP features welded a 4-row pit board and includes vinyl construction and durable ink makes it water, gas, and oil resistant. The board is white with black lettering. An extension on the bottom of the back panel allows you to add the driver’s name or car number, making it easier for the driver to pick out the proper board. The board measures 18'' wide by 17'' high and weighs less than 3 pounds.

FlipCom Pit Board with Extended Back................ Part No. 5207........ $42.99
See page 35 for custom-cut vinyl graphics for the driver’s name. We recommend 3'' high letters and numbers, or 2'' high if any hanging lower-case (j, l, p, a, y) and j are needed.

OMP London Umbrella, specify color........ Part No. OMP-UMB150-Color........ $40.00

PonchoWheels Rain Poncho

White Rain Poncho by PonchoWheels. Reusable full-size plastic poncho with hood measures 48" x 36". Includes compact, fun storage case with spring-clip to attach to your belt loop or key ring. White only (perfect for corner workers). Keep a couple in the trailer and be prepared for sudden showers. Makes a great gift for crew and guests at the track.

White Rain Poncho............... Part No. 2800........ $6.49